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A close look at data from a new NIST report reveals that the best facial recognition algorithms in
the world are highly accurate and have vanishingly small differences in their rates of falsepositive or false-negative readings across demographic groups.

INTRODUCTION
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recently released a report that
examined the accuracy of facial recognition algorithms across different demographic groups. The
NIST report found that the most accurate algorithms were highly accurate across all demographic
groups. But NIST tested nearly 200 algorithms from vendors and labs around the world—it
allows anyone to submit an algorithm for testing—and since many of the algorithms it tested
displayed some bias, several news outlets and activists have misleadingly concluded that facial
recognition systems are racist and sexist. 1 But a close look at the data reveals a different picture.
Facial recognition technology compares images of faces to determine their similarity, which the
technology represents using a similarity score. The technology often performs one of two types of
comparisons. The first comparison is known as a one-to-many or identification search, in which
the technology uses a probe image to search a database of images to find potential matches. The
second comparison is known as a one-to-one or verification search as the technology compares
two images to determine the similarity of the faces in them. In many cases, the faces in images
are considered a match if their similarity score meets or exceeds the match threshold, a number
the operator assigns that represents a minimum acceptable similarity score. The technology has
many commercial and non-commercial uses, and will likely be integrated into more products and
services in the future to enhance security, improve convenience, and increase efficiency, such as
by helping find victims of human trafficking, expediting passengers through airport security, and
flagging individuals using forged identification. 2
NIST assessed the false positive and false-negative rates of algorithms using four types of
images, including mugshots, application photographs from individuals applying for immigration
benefits, visa photographs, and images taken of travelers entering the United States. NIST’s
report reveals that:
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▪

The most accurate identification algorithms have “undetectable” differences between
demographic groups 3

▪

The most accurate verification algorithms have low false positives and false negatives
across most demographic groups 4

▪

Algorithms can have different error rates for different demographics but still be highly
accurate

KEY FINDINGS
As detailed below, NIST found that the most accurate algorithms—which should be the only
algorithms used in government systems—did not display a significant demographic bias. For
example, 17 of the highest performing verification algorithms had similar levels of accuracy for
black females and white males: false-negative rates of 0.49 percent or less for black females
(equivalent to an error rate of less than 1 in 200) and 0.85 percent or less for white males
(equivalent to an error rate of less than 1.7 in 200). 5
While the most accurate algorithms did not display a significant demographic bias, it is also true
that the majority of the algorithms NIST tested generally performed better on men and
individuals with lighter skin tones. However, it is important to recognize that there is a stark
difference between the best and worst algorithms. In comparison to the false-negative rates
under 1 percent for black females and white males among the highest-performing algorithms, the
lowest-performing algorithms had false-negatives rates, for blacks and whites, as high as 99
percent. 6 This wide range of accuracy is not surprising considering that NIST allows anyone to
submit an algorithm for testing, ranging from large companies with production systems to small
research groups whose algorithms have not left the lab—algorithms are tested even if they are
not incorporated into a commercially available product.

The Most Accurate Identification Algorithms Have Undetectable Differences Between
Demographics
NIST found that some highly accurate algorithms had false-positive demographic differentials
that were so small as to be “undetectable” for one-to-many searches. 7 Moreover, for most
algorithms, black men had lower false-negative rates than white men, and several of the top
algorithms had better false-negative rates for white women than white men.8 Several algorithms
also provided uniform similarity scores across demographic groups, meaning that the algorithms
provided similar match and non-match scores regardless of race and gender. 9 The uniform scores
indicate that these algorithms would have small demographic differentials if an operator applied
a threshold. But different thresholds can affect demographic differentials. For example, at least
six of the most accurate identification algorithms had higher false-positive rates for black men
than white men at one threshold, but lower false-positive rates for black men than white men at
another threshold. 10

The Most Accurate Verification Algorithms Have Low False Positives and Negatives
Across Most Demographics
The most accurate verification algorithms have low false positives and negatives across most
demographics. For example, when NIST applied thresholds so that the algorithms had falsepositive rates of 0.01 percent for white males, more than half of the 17 most accurate algorithms
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had false-positive rates of 0.03 percent or better for black males, Asian men, and white
women. 11 This equates to the algorithms falsely matching these individuals three times or less
per every 10,000 comparisons to an imposter compared to one per every 10,000 for white
males. At another threshold, seven of the top algorithms displayed no false-positive bias between
white men, black men, Asian men, and white females. 12 At this threshold, several algorithms also
had false-positive rates of 0.003 percent or less for black women or Asian women while white
males had false-positive rates of 0.001 percent. 13
False negatives were also low for the most accurate verification algorithms. Five of the 17 most
accurate algorithms had false-negative rates of less than one percent across all demographic
groups when NIST applied a threshold that set false-positive rates at 0.01 percent. 14 Similarly,
the best verification algorithms had less than one percent false-negative rates across countries
and demographic groups. For example, the algorithm Visionlabs-007 had below a 1 percent
false-negative rate for nearly all countries and demographic groups for border crossing
application images. There were two exceptions—Somalian and Liberian women under 45.
Nonetheless, the algorithm had a false-negative rate below 1.4 percent for each of these groups.

Algorithms Can Have Different Error Rates for Different Demographics But Still Be
Highly Accurate
Some algorithms perform differently on one group compared to another, but still maintain true
positive and true negative accuracy rates greater than 99 percent for all races and sexes. 15
Because these algorithms have very low error rates, differences that are small in absolute terms
may seem large if expressed in relative terms. For example, an algorithm from Dutch firm
VisionLabs, Visionlabs-007, had a false-negative rate four times higher for the nationality it
performed poorest on (Somalian) than the nationality it performed best on (Salvadoran). 16
Nonetheless, the algorithm only had a false-negative rate of 0.63 percent for individuals from
Somalia. Another example is the performance difference of a verification algorithm from Camvi, a
firm based in Silicon Valley, for white males and American Indian females. At one particular
threshold, the algorithm had a false-positive rate that was 13 times higher for American Indian
females than white men. 17 But at this threshold, the algorithm had barely more than one false
match of American Indian females for every 10,000 imposter comparisons to other American
Indian females. It is also true that most verification algorithms had higher false-negative rates for
women than men. But NIST notes that this “is a marginal effect—perhaps 98 percent of women
are still correctly verified—so the effect is confined to fewer than 2 percent of comparisons
where algorithms fail to verify.”

PUTTING NIST’S DATA IN CONTEXT
Recent reporting on how law enforcement in San Diego used facial recognition from 2012-2019
can also help put NIST’s data in context. In 2018, various law enforcement entities made
25,102 queries to a database of 1.8 million mugshot images. 18 Law enforcement officials uses
of the technology included attempts to determine whether an individual had a criminal record
and attempts to discover the identity of individuals who lacked identification. These use cases
were likely one-to-many searches. Law enforcement did not track the success of the program,
making it unclear how many false positives or false negatives the system registered as well as
how many mated or non-mated searches—a search in which an image of the individual was not
in San Diego’s database—they performed.
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But we can consider a few scenarios to make a rough estimate of how the most accurate
algorithms might perform in a city like San Diego, assuming San Diego’s images and hardware
were of similar quality to NIST’s. 19 Under the first scenario, let us assume that all 25,102 probe
images law enforcement used had a match in the database of 1.8 million mugshot images (an
unlikely event), and that law enforcement did not apply a threshold to limit false positives or
negatives (also unlikely). NEC-2, the best identification algorithm NIST tested in an earlier 2019
report, failed to rank the correct candidate as the most likely match only 0.12 percent of the
time when performing a search of a database containing images of 3 million individuals. 20 At this
rate, the technology would have succeeded in listing the correct individual in the San Diego
search as the most likely match 24,970 times out of the 25,000 searches and failed 30 times.
Under a second scenario, let us assume law enforcement applied a threshold that allowed for one
false positive every 1,000 non-mate searches. At this rate, NEC-3 had a false-negative rate of
0.26 percent. We also assume that half of the more than 25,000 probe images had a match in
the database and that half did not have a match. In this scenario, the algorithm would have
registered 13 false positives and 33 false negatives.

CONCLUSION
Developers and users of facial recognition technology, law enforcement, and lawmakers can take
several actions to promote the development and responsible use of facial recognition technology.
First, developers should continue to improve accuracy rates across different demographics,
including by diversifying their datasets. 21 Second, the government should set standards for the
accuracy rates of the systems it deploys. Third, law enforcement should have standards for the
quality of images it uses in a facial recognition search, which can affect the accuracy of facial
recognition algorithms. 22 Fourth, the users of facial recognition technology should carefully
choose which match threshold is appropriate for their goal. Lastly, lawmakers should consider
how law enforcement typically uses the technology and the different implications of false positive
and false negatives when developing regulations. In most law enforcement scenarios, law
enforcement is using facial recognition technology to return a list of possible suspects that
humans review. And there are different implications when algorithms incur false positives or
false negatives. In many cases, a subject can make a second attempt at recognition when a facial
recognition system produces a false negative. This implication differs from the possible effects of
false positives, which could allow an individual access to a facility they should not enter.
Finally, while there is no place for racial, gender or other types of discrimination in societies, to
ban facial recognition unless it performs exactly the same across every conceivable group is
impractical and would limit the use of a societally valuable technology. Many critics of facial
recognition technology complain that the technology is not accurate enough, but refuse to give
specifics on what they would consider sufficient—refusing to set a clear goal post for industry—
which suggests they are not serious about wanting to improve the technology and oppose it for
other reasons.
Reasonable people may disagree on when it is appropriate to use facial recognition, but the facts
are clear that the technology can be highly accurate. As previous NIST reports have shown, many
of the algorithms have accuracy rates that exceed 99 percent, and as the new report shows, the
differences across demographics are minimal for the best algorithms. 23
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